Implications of the Nambu Jona Although the qualitative vahre of the model was quickly seen by scientists, a quantitative appreciation was unobtainable. The main cause of this difficulty was the presence of the qua,dratically divergent integral I (Eq 2. 1) ,: lo*or#=,r, (2.1) in one of the nrain mathentatical conrponents of the NJL nrodel, the gap equation (trc12.2).
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Because the gap equation is responsible for describing the process by which a particle's nrass condenses as the VPT proceeds, the divelgent integral is particularly damaging to the theory.
In the original theorv, Nambu and Jona,-Lasinio proposecl that the integral could be solved by using a cutoff constant A. In other words, rewriting the integral as Eq 2.3. , [n, p2 L:
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Jo t/p't L' (2.3) Inrplications of the NJL \4odel with a, New Regulalization Renornralization N'lethod H:Euo"tHtlHz*Ha (7.11) The vacuum state energy Euo.is definecl as the Hamiltonian operating on the NJL vacuum state as given by: E,o": (ONrrlHl0l/rr) (7.12) The conrponent A1 of the new Hamiltonian given in terms of the NJL transfornrs is:
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In order to construct a, useful generalizecl version of the revised NJL nrodel for VPTs, it is necessary to clehne a few useful constants. The ratios of the finai masses squared of the leptons after the VPT has flnished are important values, which will be denoted by r:
It is inrportant to note for these ratios that one of the Iepton nla^sses, ???1, tllllst be chosen a"s a datunt (reference mass) as compared to the other leptons. On the sa,nre note, the nrass ratio z is denoted as the ratio between the rrinning nrass and the reference rtass: -9 nl,1 ', (7.19) The ntnning mass fzr is the nrass of the reference mass lepton as it is created through the VPT: The nrnning mass approaches Tfi1 LS the VPT progresses, nteaning that r goes to 1 as the VPT goes to completion. The variable s on the other hand, is the ratio of the seed mass, d1 to the datum nla,ss: Similar to, but different fi'orn, the running mass, rit!, the seed nrass, d1, denotes the mass which is goirrg to the final mass, tn1, but at the expense of decreasing 41 according to trq It is important to note tha,t for vacuum stability, the conrponent of the Hamiltonian, 112 ntust be equal to zero. This condition is imposecl because, shoulcl H2 not be equal to zero 
